Everyone knew Vincent Lewis. But no one knew a thing about him.
During interviews conducted by federal oﬃcers — sober men in dark suits
from several departments, some of them secret even to each other — the staﬀ of the
Central Library could oﬀer little information about their co-worker, a man who had
been shelving books there for nearly thirty-ﬁve years.
“He liked to keep to himself,” they said, confusing temperament with necessity:
any man hunted by two governments would likely be discreet. But Vincent had
perfected the art of unremarkability. You simply didn’t think twice about him. He was
the old man with the cart who put books back on the shelf. Full stop. He rarely called
in sick, but not so rarely as to seem unusual. He wore no wedding ring, never
mentioned a family. He oﬀered no easy avenue for conversation, or speculation, and
thus remained undiscussed.
“He was a cipher,” one librarian oﬀered, later admitting her observation only
made sense when viewed against the aftermath of January 21. For all his time
working at the library, Vincent was neither cipher nor riddle nor mystery.
For example, his mastery of the catalog’s arcane taxonomy went unquestioned.
It was simply experience, wasn’t it, that let him do the job more than twice as fast as
much younger clerks. In retrospect it seemed obvious why he was so suited to the
task — letters and numbers to ﬁle away knowledge — but the job also meant he
rarely had to interact with the public, running the risk of a random encounter with a
person who might recognize him from his former life. His duties were mechanical
and solitary. In all likelihood, he spent some days without speaking a word to
anyone. (Indeed, several employees assumed he spoke little English, or was mute.)
“I can’t explain it, but he felt like a much, much younger man,” recalled one
witness, a college sophomore who had worked part-time at the library. “I mean, he
was old enough to be my grandfather, but he had this presence, this energy. You
could see it in his face, too. You could tell he used to be really handsome. This one
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afternoon, I kept staring at him, trying to ﬁgure out what he must have looked like.
I’m sure he thought I was obsessed with him or something.”
The following day, the college student was ﬁred, accused of petty theft. Fiftyfour dollars and two checks from the overdue ﬁnes cash box were found in her
locker, and while she proclaimed her innocence, she could oﬀer no explanation. Any
further curiosity about her co-worker ended that day.
Vincent Lewis was simply and deliberately a ﬁxture of the library. One doesn’t
notice the dull brass banister beneath one’s hand, nor the small clock above the
periodicals desk, until these things are missing.
So it was with Vincent Lewis. He went unnoticed until he was gone.

Vincent moved every eight to fourteen months, always choosing a onebedroom apartment within two stops of the Central Library. Moving such a short
distance, he could have kept the same phone number. He never did. He had no cell
phone, no cable television, no bill with his name on it. Rent was paid on the ﬁrst of
the month, always in cash.
His one constant was a cat. Over the years, he’d had a series of them, always
black, never named. Unlike the gun hidden behind the headboard, or the violin
string coiled in his shoe, the cat served no speciﬁc purpose other than
companionship.
But it was the cat who ﬁrst noticed that Vincent’s carefully structured life was
about to collapse.
On the night of January 20, just after three a.m., the cat padded across the
living room to the bathroom. It had heard a noise, a gentle scraping, and its
predatory instincts took over. Tipping its head to the ceiling, the cat watched as a
ﬁne snow of plaster drifted down.
In this neighborhood, a disturbance within the walls or rafters would ﬁrst lead
one to consider rats or other small vermin. Indeed, the building manager had
recently placed a sign near the garbage chute warning residents that pizza boxes
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needed to be folded and tossed down the chute, rather than left in greasy stacks on
the ﬂoor. Rats had been spotted chewing on the cardboard. And just ﬁve days earlier,
Vincent had heard an old Chinese woman complain in Cantonese to her neighbor
how a mouse had bitten her granddaughter while she slept.
Insects were another possibility. A small water leak which was ﬁnally detected
after years of silent dripping had forced the building’s owner to replace a section of
wall on the fourth and ﬁfth ﬂoor. The new wood harbored unseen eggs, which one
hot summer day burst forth with wriggling life. In the darkness of the walls, the tiny
winged creatures formed colonies devoted to the exploitation and eventual
destruction of their home.
But on this night, neither rat nor insect was crawling in the ceiling. Instead, a
human foot broke through the plaster.
The cat bolted from the bathroom. The foot — bare and bleeding — rose up
and smashed down again, trying to create a larger hole by breaking up the edges.
Then hands reached through, ripping at the plaster that dangled by threads. Every
action was frantic, but also focused. This person was intent on getting through the
bathroom ceiling, no matter what harm to the ﬂesh.
Vincent was awake within seconds. He didn’t sit up immediately, but rather let
his hand slide up behind the headboard to retrieve his gun. Only when he had it
ready did he slip oﬀ the far edge of the bed to survey the apartment.
It wasn’t immediately clear to him where the sound was coming from. If the
bathroom door had been left open a little wider, Vincent would have seen a dark
shape drop headﬁrst through the hole smashed in the ceiling, ripping down the
shower curtain as it fell. But the clatter alone was enough to let Vincent know the
location. With a few quick steps, he was at the bathroom door, and without even
looking inside, he pulled it shut.
He held the handle, listening. He needed to know if it was a person or an
animal he had trapped.
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More bumps and bangs. The shower curtain rings slid oﬀ the hollow metal pole
one by one. The heavy lid of the toilet tank scraped as something knocked against it.
A click, then light spilled from the crack beneath the door.
Vincent knew then it wasn’t an animal.
Silence, then the handle turned beneath his ﬁngers. He let it, stepping aside.
The door opened. The intruder took only one step out of the bathroom before
Vincent struck with the butt of the gun. A felling blow.
The intruder was a woman. She was at most twenty-ﬁve, with a ballerina’s body
and a junkie’s eyes: wild, paranoid. Purple bruises ringed her neck like a collar. Plaster
dust clung to her frizzy hair, along with fresh blood from the hit.
Her clothes smelled of sweat and urine.
As she regained her bearings, Vincent leaned over her. Made sure she saw the
gun. “Who are you?” he asked.
She crawled backwards on her elbows.
“Uh uh,” Vincent warned.
Her cracked lips moved, but there was no sound. Just a wheeze, a rush of air.
She pointed at the hole in the bathroom ceiling. She was more afraid of whatever
was up there than the man with a gun standing over her.
“Who are you? Who do you work for?” asked Vincent.
She pulled at her ﬁngers, ﬁnally sliding oﬀ her gold wedding ring. She made
him take it. At ﬁrst, Vincent thought she was bartering it for her life, but then he
noticed an inscription inside the band. He tried to read it by the bathroom light, but
without his glasses, it was diﬃcult.
He was distracted enough that he didn’t anticipate her kick to his knee. As he
staggered back, his head hit the doorframe, hard. She ﬂipped over onto her hands
and knees, scrambling for the front door.
Vincent had an easy shot: two to the back before she got the deadbolt oﬀ, one
to the head to ﬁnish the job. But even through the sharp pain, he knew he couldn’t
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ﬁre. Neighbors were undoubtedly awake from the commotion, wondering whether
what they heard justiﬁed further investigation. The wife in 5D said yes; her husband
said no; the divorced insomniac in 5F had already turned down the TV, listening for a
second sound.
A gunshot would bring police. Police would ask questions.
He couldn’t risk questions.
So Vincent watched as the woman struggled with the locks on the door, ﬁnally
ﬂinging herself into the hallway and out of his life.
Re-locking the door, he wiped the blood oﬀ the gun and put it back in its
hiding spot. He sat on the edge of the bed with his reading glasses, checking the
inscription inside the gold ring: tibi in omne tempus.
For you. Forever.

As it turned out, the police came anyway. A Chinese detective, Ming, sat in a
chair across from Vincent as the sky went from black to inky-blue. He was young, and
seemed to be conducting the interview from a memorized script.
“Had you seen this woman before?”
“No, no. I don’t think so. But I’m not good with that. I don’t remember people.”
For every question, Vincent produced an answer which felt appropriate for a
confused old man disrupted from his routine. He repeated himself, got lost in
tangents, and apologized for not being more helpful. He omitted the gold ring and
the gun, naturally, but also managed to pull details out of the detective. He could
piece together the police’s theory about what might have happened based on their
interviews with neighbors.
The apartment above Vincent’s had been illegally sublet some months earlier,
but it wasn’t clear exactly who was living in it. Based on equipment the police found,
they believed the apartment was being used to cook Church, a street drug with
eﬀects resembling methamphetamine and PCP. Even among narcotic specialists, its
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users were renowned for obsessive and self-destructive acts — gouging out an eye
to appease God, lighting oneself on ﬁre to drive out impurity — so smashing
through the ﬂoor was not particularly remarkable. The police believed the woman to
be a deranged addict. Maybe she thought she was digging her way to Hell.
Vincent took Detective Ming’s phone number, and promised to call if he
remembered any additional details.
After the detective left, Vincent retrieved his gun, the ring and two passports
with diﬀerent names. He needed to be ready in case he never came back to his
apartment.

He worked his normal shift at the library. A cardigan concealed his shoulder
holster. He ate his lunch in the break room, heating his sandwich 33 seconds in the
microwave until the cheese had just begun to melt.
A few times during the day, he ran his hand along the back of his head, feeling
the bump where he had fallen against the doorframe.
At ﬁve o’clock, Vincent took the subway three stops downtown. It was
beginning to snow, ﬁne crystal grains of ice that felt like sand. He stashed his gun in a
coﬀeeshop bathroom, then walked half a block to the police precinct headquarters.
He passed through the metal detectors without incident.
At the front desk, he asked for Detective Ming. The watch clerk dialed an
extension, cradling the phone beneath her ear while continuing to sort paperwork.
Her long ﬁngernails were a creamy shade of orange.
“She’s not answering. Can another detective help you?”
“Excuse me?” asked Vincent.
The clerk assumed the old man was hard of hearing. “DETECTIVE MING ISN’T
HERE. SHE’S GONE.”
“He’s a man,” said Vincent. “The detective was a man.”
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“Detective Ming is a woman. Are you sure you have the right person? The right
precinct?”
“No,” he lied. “But his name was Ming, I’m certain.”
The clerk tapped on a computer keyboard, pulling up a directory. ”There’s only
one Ming in the system, and she works here. Now, can someone else help you?”
Vincent said no, apologized and left.
From a pay phone across the street, he dialed the number the detective had
given him that morning. (He had memorized it instantly. Everyone he had met in his
profession had an innate talent for recalling strings of numbers. As a boy in Buenos
Aires, he had spent summer afternoons ﬂipping through the pages of the phone
book, listening to the sound of the digits, trying to force them into meaning. It was
only when he was recruited for the War that he realized the value of his gift: codes
and ciphers were transparent to him. The enemy could keep no secrets.)
The call went to voicemail, no name given. Vincent hung up.
Replaying the events of the morning, Vincent realized he never saw squad cars,
just Ming and two uniformed oﬃcers. Impostors, they could have easily intercepted
the 911 call if it came from a land line. Vincent himself regularly inspected the
building’s phone junction box, which was secured only by two easily-picked locks.
Rerouting a cell phone call was beyond Vincent’s expertise, but felt possible.
Everything felt possible, and that was the problem.
If Ming was a fraud, he was likely connected to the woman who fell through
the ceiling. She could have been an accomplice, or a captive. While Vincent had
never done extended surveillance, he’d heard tales of civilians used simply for their
proximity to the target, who were kept as prisoners for the duration — “conﬁnement
in place,” they called it. The right drugs injected in the right locations could keep a
captive silent for days or weeks, minds reeling and vocal chords paralyzed. Vincent
thought back to the bruises on the woman’s neck, and how terriﬁed she seemed of
whatever was up there.
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Or perhaps she was working with Ming, and this was all a scripted
performance. Vincent knew he was being played; he just wanted to know the tune.
By now it was getting dark, and the snow had progressed to true ﬂakes. He
silently debated his next action. He could go back to his building, perhaps to search
the apartment above his. But ﬁrst, Vincent wanted to know if there was any oﬃcial
record of a 911 call at his building. If so, someone else likely crossed paths with the
false detective Ming.
All paths lead somewhere, thought Vincent, remembering a quote by a Suﬁan
philosopher. And all paths lead home.
He headed back into the police station.

A man was standing at the desk, arguing. He was in his late-20’s, lanky with a
shaggy beard that was evidently the fashion for his generation. He was sweating
along his hairline. As he wiped his brow, Vincent noticed a series of numbers written
in ink along the edge of the man’s left hand.
A second, evidently higher-ranking clerk was summoned over to deal with him.
The man tried to regain calm as he re-explained why he was here: “I got a call saying
to come in. A detective said he had new information about my wife.”
“Which detective?” asked the supervisor.
“Ming.”
The supervisor looked over to the ﬁrst clerk: “Did you page Detective Ming?”
“Ming didn’t call him.”
“Someone called me,” said the man. “He said his name was Ming, and that he
had information about my wife.”
“What happened to your wife?”
“I don’t know. She’s been missing for nine days.”
“Did you ﬁle a missing persons...”
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“Yes. At the 11th precinct.”
“That’s where you should be, then. Any new information would go through the
lead detective assigned to the case. I don’t know what else to tell you.”
The man stewed in frustration for a long moment, then gave up. He grabbed a
worn messenger bag from the ﬂoor and walked out.
Vincent followed him.

Four blocks from the station, Vincent stopped beside the man as he waited at a
crosswalk. Without making eye contact, Vincent said, “I can help you. Follow me. Not
too close.”
The crosswalk light turned. Vincent walked ahead.

Returning to the coﬀeeshop where he’d stashed the gun, Vincent picked a
table in back with a good view of the restaurant. Ordered decaf. Examining the
menu, he didn’t look up as the man entered, spotted him, and sat down across from
him.
Vincent glanced at the man’s left hand, and the series of numbers written in
ink. Noticing the gaze, the man explained, “It’s a router number. I ﬁx computers.”
“For a company?” asked Vincent.
“For myself. For people. I help people with their computers. But you knew that
already.”
“Why do you say that?”
“Because you know where my wife is. And in exchange for telling me, you’re
going to ask me to do something.”
The waitress arrived with Vincent’s coﬀee. The man asked for one of his own. He
smiled politely, but once she was gone, his eyes went dark. He stared at Vincent like
he was the Devil’s attorney.
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“Who do you think I work for?” asked Vincent.
“Caïssa. Maybe Fianchetto.”
The names sparked ﬁreworks in Vincent’s mind, nearly-forgotten players at the
periphery of the War who proﬁted by supplying both sides with intelligence and
strategic leverage: engineered scandal, intimidation and for the right price,
assassination. They were mercenaries with no greater political goal. But one could
say the same about Vincent, and the decisions that had kept him alive for the past
three decades.
Vincent looked his guest in the eye and told a limited truth. “My name is
Vincent Lewis. I work at the library, and I don’t know anything about you. I don’t even
know your name. The reason I asked you to come here is because a man who called
himself Detective Ming came to my apartment this morning. But he wasn’t a
detective, as you and I both now know. There is some reason we are connected. I
want to know what it is.”
The man studied him, trying to reframe his assumptions. The waitress set his
coﬀee down in front of him.
“I’m James,” he said. “James Madden.”
“Show me a picture of your wife, James.”
James pulled out his cell phone. Clicked through to pull up a photo on the
small screen. He handed it to Vincent, who retrieved his reading glasses from his coat
pocket.
“Her name is Rebecca. She teaches third grade.”
“You said she’s been missing nine days?”
“Yes.”
“What happened?”
“She went to the store to get milk for her cereal. She never came back.”
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Vincent looked at the photo, a candid snapshot of a young woman in love. She
had a warm smile and a pleasant roundness to her face. Yet she was undoubtably the
deranged woman who fell through his ceiling early that morning. Whatever had
happened in those nine days had nearly destroyed her.
Vincent handed the phone back. “I’ve never seen her. I’m sorry.”
James didn’t try to conceal his disappointment.
“Has there been any ransom?” asked Vincent.
James was suddenly suspicious again. “Why do you assume she was
kidnapped?”
“Because you do. You thought I was going to ask you to do something. So tell
me.”
James hesitated, a silent calculation of risk and reward so transparent he might
as well have drawn it on a napkin. If Vincent was an enemy, he likely knew everything
already. If Vincent was an innocent, he might oﬀer some new information about his
wife’s disappearance. In either scenario, James gained nothing by silence.
“The day after she disappeared, I got a call to do some work. Said there would
be a fax waiting for me at a copy place on 11th. A system they wanted cracked. Do
you know computers?”
“No. Not at all,” said Vincent.
That was mostly the truth. Given his proﬁciencies, Vincent found them
fascinating. In the early days, when computers cost millions of dollars and ﬁlled
university basements, he would sometimes spend his lunch break reading articles in
scientiﬁc journals about the new technology and its possibilities. But by the time a
machine had defeated the Ukrainian chess champion, Vincent had resolved to stay
away from computers, convinced his interest would leave a trail his pursuers could
follow.
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“Computer networks are encrypted,” explained James. “So if you want to break
into them, you have to ﬁgure out the codes. I’m good at that. Always have been. I
used to do it for the military.”
“Which division?” asked Vincent.
“You wouldn’t have heard of it. It’s oﬀ-the-books, black-ops stuﬀ. Some of it is
really out there.”
Vincent was certain he was talking about RSP, Research and Special Projects.
Under its original moniker, Scientiﬁc Advance, it operated during the War out of an
abandoned mental asylum two hours upstate. Vincent had spent a week there
connected to wires and monitors as researchers studied his code-breaking abilities,
convinced there was a psychic component. The tests ultimately found nothing
useful, and Vincent was returned to his post in cryptography. But it was at SA that he
ﬁrst met the Egyptian physicist whose discoveries Vincent would spend the next
three decades hiding.
“So you are told to pick up a facsimile with instructions for the system they
want broken,” said Vincent, trying to keep the conversation closer to the present
tense. “What do they want you to ﬁnd?”
“Records. Really old records going back to the War.”
“About projects? About people?”
“Both. And this one guy in particular: Oscar Acevedo.” He pronounced the last
name in a Spanish style.
“Did you ﬁnd anything?”
“No. I mean, I got into the system. I left a back door like they told me to. But
there was nothing about this guy in any of the stuﬀ.”
Vincent deliberated for a moment, as if futilely wracking his brain. “I don’t know
what it could mean. I don’t understand computers.”
“You were in the War, right?” asked James.
“Of course, I fought. We all fought. But it was a lifetime ago.”
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Vincent and James spent the next twenty-ﬁve minutes discussing the young
Asian man posing as Detective Ming, as James tried to sort out what connection
there might be. Hitting only dead ends, James gave the old man his cell phone
number, and made him promise to call if Ming contacted him.
James left just as a bearish man came in from the street, shaking the snow oﬀ
his hat. He was scanning the restaurant, looking for someone. A woman in a booth
waved him over. They kissed, then sat on the same side of the table, sharing a menu.
They were in love. A new love, young despite their age.
Vincent watched the couple for several minutes, remembering the beautiful
young teacher he had married. Remembering the day she never returned from the
grocery store. Remembering what they made him do, promising his wife was still
alive.
He remembered the day, thirty-ﬁve years ago, that Oscar Acevedo took oﬀ his
wedding ring and became Vincent Lewis.
He then went to the men’s room to retrieve his gun.

Vincent took three trains in quick succession, no particular destination in mind.
It was an old technique, but still eﬀective, as it forced anyone following him to
scramble.
And he was certain he was being followed.
At the ﬁrst two stations, Vincent felt his pursuer pushing against the rush hour
crowd, trying to keep the old man in sight. Vincent didn’t look back. He didn’t need
to see the man. He just needed to keep him close. Make him believe he was doing
his job well.
As the third train reached the periphery of the city, it began to get much less
crowded. Businessmen returned to the suburbs, leaving fewer than a dozen
passengers in the car with Vincent. A more sophisticated surveillance team would
have switched out the operative. But that would have required planning, and
planning required anticipation. Vincent was giving them nothing to anticipate.
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At the elevated Oaktown station, Vincent saw his opportunity. The snow was
heavy, and the platform was empty. Just as the train’s doors were beginning to close,
he suddenly stepped oﬀ. He walked a straight line for the stairs.
Only when the train had left the station did Vincent turn back. An African
woman with earphones had also decided at the last minute to get oﬀ. Now she was
staring at Vincent, no plausible explanation for her presence. She knew it was a
mistake.
Vincent shot her twice. The body fell on the tracks.
He shot her once more to be certain.

The morning of January 21 was bright and cold. Vincent brushed an inch of
snow oﬀ a chessboard table in Founder’s Park and began setting up the pieces —
black ﬁrst, then white.
It was absurd to be playing chess outdoors in the snow, but that was the
arrangement Vincent had made with René Huisclos in the event one of them needed
to speak with the other, a meeting place that seemed reasonable most times of year.
They had only met in person twice since the War, but kept in contact through coded
messages left in the classiﬁed ads. That’s how Vincent knew René’s phone number,
which he let ring once, then twice in the middle of the night.
René knew who it was, and that it was urgent. For no other reason would one
of them risk contact. The last time, the meeting was set by René, who suspected his
niece was being recruited for the Chinese. Vincent quietly took care of the young
woman’s suitor, making sure his body was never found.
That was a decade ago, he realized as he watched the Frenchman approach,
surprised to see how old he had become, how he sighed as he took his seat. Vincent
wondered if he himself had gotten that old. It wasn’t as rhetorical a question as it
seemed.
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The men spoke in code, an Indian progression that varied based on the
arrangement of pieces on the board. To any outsider, their conversation concerned
the weather and other innocuous topics old men would discuss over chess.
“What do you remember about the Egyptian?” asked Vincent.
“Al-Hadib? I remember they kept his brain after they killed him. They wanted to
weigh it,” said René. “You’d think it would be larger than a normal man’s, but
apparently it wasn’t.”
“What do you remember about his research?”
“He was convinced you could divide time the same way they divided atoms.
Literally split a second. Al-Hadib saw it as an energy source. Naturally, both sides
wanted to use it as a weapon.”
“What does that mean, to split time?” asked Vincent. “What would it look like?”
“I suppose everything would be doubled. A fork in the road, everything going
in two diﬀerent directions at once. From what I understood, the energy would come
from everything colliding again.”
Vincent took one of René’s pawns with a knight. He then told him a secret he
had kept for more than half his life.
“Al-Hadib built a device. A bomb,” he said. René did not seem particularly
surprised; a wise spy assumes he knows nothing. He and Vincent were originally
working on opposite sides of the War. Over time, both became double agents as
secrets and misinformation became more important than troops and weapons. “We
smuggled the bomb into the city just before the War ended. He designed it with a
countdown timer, lasting nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine hours. I’ve
been resetting it every thirteen months.”
“A time bomb in two ways, then,” said René with a wry smile. “I assume only you
know where it is?”
“Yes.” Vincent oﬀered a pawn to René’s bishop, though both men recognized
the gambit.
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“That’s quite an insurance policy. If you die, there’s no one to reset it and...”
“Yes. The device would be destroyed.”
“Along with how many square miles?”
“I don’t know,” said Vincent.
In truth, he had spent many nights contemplating what would happen if the
device went oﬀ, either through his own error or some malfunction. Al-Hadib’s
machine was powered by some sort of atomic battery, but such devices were not
meant to run in perpetuity. Beyond resetting the timer and keeping it safe, he had
done nothing in the way of maintenance. In dreams, he had always imagined himself
at the point of detonation, a brilliant ﬂash of light and heat. But the explosion never
killed him. Instead, it revealed a glowing portal through which he saw his wife. On
the other side, she was still young and radiant. Vincent could reach his hand through
this ring of light to touch her. But the moment he did, everything went dark.
René tucked his hands in the sleeves of his coat, like an Eastern monk. “A man
doesn’t reveal a secret like that unless he’s convinced he has to.”
“I need your help.”
“I’m a terrible shot, you know. Cataracts,” said René. “But if it will keep me safe
from temporal holocaust, then certainly.”
“When you were decoding Al-Hadib’s research, was there anything about sideeﬀects? The device puts oﬀ some sort of radiation. I’ve always felt it, but now I’m
concerned it may be having an impact.” Vincent paused, trying to ﬁnd the right way
to describe it. “Events are repeating themselves. People, too. Things are aligning in
ways that cannot be coincidence.”
“Yes,” said René.
“Yes?”
“Side eﬀects were a concern. There was speculation about what Al-Hadib’s
theories would do to our fundamental assumptions of reality. Consider that most of
the physical laws treat time as immutable. Even in relativity, it is only the perception
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of time that changes. But if Al-Hadib was correct and time itself could be broken,
then all the equations change. So, what is possible? I don’t think we know.”
René leaped his knight over a row of pawns. “Indeed, Al-Hadib himself argued
that both sides were being short-sighted. They saw the research only as a weapon,
when it could have been so much more. There might have been a way to change
history.”
“To win the War before it began,” said Vincent.
He sat quietly for a moment, trying to remember the words the pug-faced ﬁeld
agent had used to describe the device shortly before Vincent killed him. This baby
will end the war, he said. It’ll turn back the clock, knock ’em to the Ice Age. Vincent
considered the possibility that the device he had been hiding for all these years was
in fact not a bomb, but something very diﬀerent. Something that could help explain
what was going on.
Vincent took the gold wedding ring out of his pocket. Set it on the table.
René picked it up. Took oﬀ his glasses to read the inscription.
“It belongs to my wife,” said Vincent.
“You found her?”
“Early yesterday morning, a woman resembling my wife fell through my
bathroom ceiling. Only she was thirty years younger than she should have been. And
in looking for an explanation, I met a man who I believe to be me. He doesn’t look
exactly like I did, and he doesn’t have my name...”
“Even you don’t have your name,” said René. “I’m not sure I ever knew it.”
“He’s not a twin, a clone. It’s his story that is the same. The events. It’s as if you
took my life and slid it forward thirty years.”
“He’s a variant.”
René had perfectly captured the concept that Vincent was struggling to deﬁne.
In chess, a variant was a small alteration of a familiar opening; you recognized the
pattern, even though the pieces ended up in diﬀerent places. Even the code they
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were speaking relied on a series of constantly branching variants that couldn’t be
anticipated at the start of the conversation. The details change because of external
conditions, yet the fundamental pattern remains.
James Madden was a variant of Vincent Lewis, who was the pseudonym of
Oscar Acevedo, who was the man James Madden was tasked to ﬁnd after his wife —
their wife — was kidnapped. Circular logic, to be certain.
But the world felt bent. A straight line might have curved all the way back to its
origin. All paths lead home.

That afternoon, Vincent watched as James Madden paced around a rented
hotel room, his arms folded across his chest. James had already passed through
distinct stages of skepticism and doubt as the old man retold his life with diﬀerent
names and dates. Now he was intrigued. Reeling.
It wasn’t the similarities that convinced James as much as the feeling of what it
was like to have lived their shared story: the frustration of watching a mother submit
to her demons, the pride at seeing a younger brother ﬁnally take responsibility, and
mostly the surprise at discovering that love was real. They took turns describing their
wives, whose qualities were so unique yet so nearly identical that they were clearly
discussing the same woman.
James admitted he didn’t believe Vincent as much as trust him. He could look
into the old man’s eyes and accept that he was somehow the same person, even if
the explanation made no sense.
Their minds worked at the same speed, so they often found each other
stepping on each other’s sentences as they raced ahead to the next revelation. As
James described his work for RSP, it was clear that in the last thirty years they had
made little progress trying to duplicate Al-Hadib’s research. (The Egyptian was never
mentioned by name, but the terms used — “chronotonic ﬁssion” and “temporal
displacement” — were clearly related.) Vincent was fascinated to learn that quantum
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computers designed for cryptography were being redeployed for a new kind of
probability science that bordered on precognition. James told of experiments in
which the system could accurately predict a series of 100 coin ﬂips, but only if they
occurred within a ﬁve-minute time window.
As the sky darkened, they ordered room service.
Over soup and turkey sandwiches, the discussion turned from the past to the
future. The woman James Madden married might still be alive. That morning, he had
received a fax from a man calling himself Bryan Hilt — Vincent rolled his eyes at the
anagram — suggesting that she could be returned to him intact or in pieces
depending on his cooperation. James had until midnight to crack into another
secured server and deliver the contents.
The job had taken James less than an hour, but he hadn’t yet notiﬁed Mr. Hilt.
Vincent asked to see the data. The two men sat with James’s laptop, sifting
through hundreds of thousands of records dating back decades. Vincent recognized
old names and codewords — the compromised system most likely belonged to
Fianchetto. The very recent entries were the most troubling: not only had they linked
Oscar Acevedo and Vincent Lewis, but there was growing consensus about where he
had hidden Al-Hadib’s device.
Vincent decided he needed to move it. Tonight.

It was a simple matter to knock out electricity in a four-block radius around the
Central Library. Vincent had installed charges at crucial junction boxes years ago,
which James helped him detonate in series. Shortly after 10 p.m., the lights went out,
along with the library’s cameras and security system.
Once inside, the plan went less smoothly. The lock to the door of the
maintenance room had been changed without Vincent’s knowledge, and while it
could be picked, it would take several minutes. James saw a faster way. Using his
weight and strength, he ripped a brass railing from the wall and used it to pry open
the door. Vincent smiled, remembering his days of brute strength.
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James helped Vincent carry a stepladder from the maintenance room upstairs
to the periodicals desk. Vincent climbed it to retrieve the wall clock.
Slightly bigger than a hubcap, the clock itself was unremarkable, ordered from
an industrial catalog shortly before the War. Vincent prized it not for its looks, but its
emptiness. Once he removed ten screws on the back of it, he revealed a large cavity,
perfect for holding Al-Hadib’s device.
The bomb itself was smaller than a cigar box. Two brass cylinders framed a
controller with a classic timer, which clicked down one digit each hour. There were
still more than two thousand hours — eighty-three days — before it needed to be
reset.
“Do you feel it? The energy?” asked Vincent.
James held his hand over the device. There was a ﬁeld, a warmth. “Radiation?”
“Not in a conventional sense. I’ve checked. But try this: close your eyes and
picture something. Something from your past.”
“What happens?”
“You move to it. Just for a moment, you’re not here.”
“Physically?” asked James.
The question startled Vincent. “I don’t know.”
He had assumed it was a mental process, a type of enhanced hallucination. But
given everything he had experienced, he was willing to consider the possibility that
he was literally blinking out of time. He had never tried it with someone else present.
“Tell me if I vanish,” Vincent said.
He laid his ﬁngers on the two cylinders and closed his eyes. In his mind, he
found himself back in the apartment he shared with his wife when they ﬁrst moved
to the city. She was sitting at the table by the window, backlit by the afternoon sun, a
half-played game of cards in front of her. She looked up at him and smiled.
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This was the moment he always came back to. He was uncertain whether it had
ever actually happened, or if it was an amalgamation of other moments. But it felt
real. He could hear the traﬃc on the street, the hum of the fan. He could even smell
the perfume on her skin.
“Am I still here?” asked Vincent. He opened his eyes to ﬁnd he was still in the
library.
James had a gun pointed at the old man’s head.
“Sorry, Vincent,” he said. He waved him back from the device.
In that moment, Vincent considered two distinct possibilities. First, that James
Madden was part of an elaborately orchestrated con involving Ming and the woman
who fell through the ceiling, a ruse designed to convince the old man to reveal the
location of Al-Hadib’s device to the one person he could trust: himself. The ring was
planted; the meeting at the police station perfectly timed. James had cleverly let
Vincent make the assumptions and do the convincing. He mostly just had to agree.
The second possibility was that James truly was his variant, that everything he
said was very nearly true. If as a young man, Vincent had been given the opportunity
to regain his wife at the cost of an old man’s life, he would have gladly made the deal.
James had his whole life ahead of him. Vincent could not blame him for doing
anything he could to get his wife back.
Only one of these options was correct, but Vincent did not have the
opportunity to discover which. A gunshot hit James in the shoulder.
René Huisclos stepped out of the shadows and ﬁred again. At Vincent’s request,
he had been hiding in the library since it closed, defending the periodicals section
without speciﬁc instructions. True to his warning, he was a terrible shot; none of the
next ﬁve bullets hit.
James returned ﬁre, forcing René to cover.
Vincent grabbed Al-Hadib’s device from the clock, but not before James got a
hand on his collar. As the old man fell back, the machine slipped through his ﬁngers,
landing with a crack on the tile ﬂoor.
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A thin stream of mercury spilled out of a broken vial. Both James and Vincent
reacted with alarm as the numbers began spinning backwards: nine eight seven six
ﬁve four three two...

Al-Hadib’s device proved the validity of his theory: it split a second.
But there was no subsequent fusion and explosion. Rather, a fraction of a
second was completely removed from the timestream, and the area immediately
surrounding the device experienced a gap event.
Without time, motion ceased at a molecular level.
Without motion, energy collapsed, bringing the ambient temperature down to
absolute zero: negative 459 degrees Fahrenheit. For an instant, the coldest place in
the universe was a quarter-mile radius around Vincent Lewis.
Air became a superﬂuid, thin but viscous. Light slowed. Paper clips ﬂoated,
propelled by their own magnetism.
The cold shock killed every living thing in its radius. Like a dartboard drawn on
a city map, the odds of survival were directly proportional to the distance from the
bull’s eye. A family in Little Saigon lost their father, who had stepped out on the ﬁre
escape to smoke. A childless couple ﬁfteen blocks north noticed only the sound of
the frost etching into the window.
By dawn, there was little evidence of the cold beyond the normal winter’s chill.
That was what made the bomb so tantalizing to the military: a weapon that killed
without destroying, leaving empty cities intact. This baby will end the war, said the
pug-faced agent who ﬁrst showed Vincent the device. It’ll turn back the clock, knock
’em to the Ice Age.

In the subsequent investigation, federal oﬃcials could oﬀer little explanation as
to what precisely happened on January 21.
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A ﬁctitious radical group claimed responsibility for the terrorist attack. The
government vowed to use all its resources to ﬁnd and punish those responsible, and
to keep such instruments of mass destruction out of the hands of madmen. But in
fact, the technology that created the event had been destroyed in the process, and
with it any real chance of a repeat occurrence. Scientists at RSP had intriguing
theories, and were already building simulations with their quantum computers, but
that information would never reach the public.
In closed brieﬁngs with top cabinet oﬃcials, there was no consensus as to the
motives or political aﬃliation of Vincent Lewis. He was a cipher, a riddle, a mystery.
What remained of his body went through a standard autopsy and cremation.
Reports were ﬁled, classiﬁed, and closed with hundreds of questions unanswered.
What investigators could not have known was that Vincent Lewis was not
present at the moment of detonation. As the last numbers ticked away, he closed his
eyes and found himself playing cards with his wife.
Her warm eyes gleamed in the sunlight. Her scent sweetened the air.
And when she smiled, time stopped.
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